Implementation of Human Pose Estimation Using Angle Calculation Logic on The Elder of The Hands as a Fitness Repetition
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Abstract

Sport cannot be separated from everyday life. Sport is a hobby for every age group. Everyone needs exercise to keep the body healthy and fit. Many people are busy with their respective activities, so they need more time to exercise and go to the gym. Apart from having to adjust the time, People stuck at Home do not have free access to go the Gym during the global pandemic. This can be overcome by tracking people's movements virtually. Human Pose Estimation can track the movements being carried out by a person in time. Data collection in the form of optimal detection distance, Human Pose Estimation in calculating the number of fitness repetitions, and data from the application of Human Pose Estimation when someone does fitness sports. The optimal distance webcam detects Human Pose Estimation for fitness reps is three meters. Webcams successfully track and predict the movements made by a person. The program can calculate fitness reps based on the angle at the elbow. The key points on the human body are connected by utility lines to form the body’s skeleton. Application. The repetitions in this detection utilize the value of the elbow angle when the hand is straight and bent. If the tip is >300, such as lifting dumbbells, then a stage up is counted as one rep. Meanwhile, when the angle forms > 1700, a stage down and one repetition also count. The use of Media pipe for detection results is accurate and effective.
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1. Introduction

Exercise can help you lose weight and keep your body in shape. Practice makes blood circulation flow well, maintains ideal body weight, and calms the mind. Many people go to the gym to keep their bodies in shape. Visiting a gym and being trained by a trainer is both costly and affordable for everyone. Apart from adjusting the time between the two parties, people are also stuck at home, not having free access to the gym during this global pandemic [1]. Maintaining endurance and balance with maximum nutritional intake is the primary key to fighting the coronavirus. The coronavirus pandemic has caused many changes in everyday life. Maintaining healthy is very important during this pandemic for a perfect body [18].

The Media pipe library is a solution for tracking human movements when performing sports movements that can be controlled virtually. Detection of human activity is based on the ability of computer vision, which acts as a vision on the computer. OpenCV is a library used as a computer vision technology in this programming. Today, computer vision technology has improved health care through exercise and fitness in detecting body movements. A fitness trainer program can see dangerous or wrong poses for fitness practitioners. The program will track a person's position during exercise to minimize the possibility of hazardous movement so as not to suffer injury. In fitness sports, such as lifting dumbbells, pushups, and pull-ups, there is a movement process in the form of repetitions and sets. The repetition is the repetition of one exercise movement done several times without a break during exercise. Reps are also part of the set. At the same time, the group is a collection of repetitions we have done. Detection Human pose estimation can also help someone calculate the number of repetitions done. Relying on the calculation of the angle formed at the elbow during exercise, reps will be achieved when the arm is bent and the arm is swinging.

Human movement tracking is achieved by studying key points and combinations of poses on a person or object to detect a person's location. In humans. Key attributes consist of various joints, including the wrists, elbows, and knees. Since objects are built-in, this critical point has angles and other essential features. The main objective is to adopt pose estimation to track the above key points in videos or photos. A keypoint is an unlabeled point, and a good keypoint detector generates outputs at pairs of points with locally similar shapes across a couple of similar 2D images or 3D scans[19].

Pose estimation uses the library Media pipe as the primary mode of detection with output, and OpenCV, whose role is to display images or videos. Ideally, the video will be taken with a webcam or from videos in the working directory. Later in the video, each key point will...
be connected to the rest of the body, with utility lines forming a human skeleton following the poses performed in real-time. Writing a series of codes will be written in the Visual Studio Code application using Python to help run the project.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Human Pose Estimation

The pose can be defined as the arrangement of human joints in a certain way. Therefore, the Human Pose Estimation can be defined as the localization of human joints or predetermined landmarks. Several types of pose estimation exist in pictures and videos, including body, face, and hands, especially in computer vision [3]. The analysis of human poses from videos plays a vital role in various applications such as measuring physical exercise, sign language recognition, and control of whole-body movements. For example, it can form the basis for yoga, dance, and fitness applications. It can also enable the overlay of digital content and information over the physical world in augmented reality (AR). Human pose estimation aims to determine the position of human joints from images, image sequences, depth images, or skeleton data provided by motion-capturing hardware [20].

The utilization of artificial intelligence is a vital thing whose performance is to adopt the expertise of an expert and store his knowledge in a computer that can solve uncertainties [17]. Pose estimation is one of the contributing factors to the shift from looking for a gym to engaging in home workouts. It works because an artificial intelligence-enhanced personal trainer points the camera at a person while doing an exercise. Then the video from that person will be detected using Pose estimation to see the movement and posture of the person to decide whether the movement made is correct or not. Computer vision detects and predicts athletic activities such as yoga poses, deadlifts, and other strength training poses.

![Fig 1. Landmarks Media pipe Blaze Pose](image1)

The input image is fed to the Media pipe blaze pose detection key point from the user’s body. The output is a list of coordinates on the X, Y, and Z axes for the 33 major critical issues of the human body. This list of coordinates determines the location of each major body part in the input image. The output from the library contains only the coordinates of the user’s primary key point in the picture. In Figure 2, the markers show the significant joints and locations in the human body [2].

![Fig 2. Blaze Pose.](image2)

2.2. Media Pipe Library

MediaPipe purpose is to create a perception pipeline that can be built as a graph of modular components, including model inference, media processing algorithms and data transformations, etc. [15]. Media pipe Hands is a solution for tracking or detecting hands and fingers with high accuracy. Media pipe uses machine learning (ML) to infer 21 3D landmarks using one hand and only take from one frame. As for its cutting-edge approach, Media pipe, for now, relies on a good desktop. With this, the media pipe method achieves a performance up to which it can scale to many hands [12].
Media pipe is intended for tracking movements made by a person. On each limb displayed points connected by lines. This line will connect the coordinate points and form a person’s frame. The library must be executed in conjunction with the library for the video from the tracking image to be displayed. To improve detection quality and speed, it is necessary to use backend GPU TensorFlow lite on the device. Media pipe offers a customizable Python solution as a prebuilt in PyPI, which can be installed simply by pip install media pipe. It also provides tools for users to build their solutions.

2.3. OpenCV Library

Open-Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) is an open-source library whose purpose is devoted to displaying images or videos. The point is that computers have capabilities similar to visual processing in humans. OpenCV has provided many basic computer vision algorithms and object detection modules using computer vision [11]. OpenCV is also one of many libraries compatible with the real-time focused python programming language, created by Intel and now supported by Willow Garage and It zeis. OpenCV already has many features, including face recognition, face tracking, face detection, Kalman filtering, and various AI (Artificial Intelligence) methods. OpenCV also provides a variety of simple algorithms related to Computer Vision.

2.4. Computer Vision

Computer vision is a science that allows a computer to see objects captured by the camera. The purpose of seeing this is so the computer can identify the image in front of it so that information can be converted into various commands. After capturing a person’s image or video and detecting Human Pose Estimation using the system, computer vision can also identify the level of visibility. Then the video data will be saved automatically, or run other commands as needed. The purpose of computer vision is to find the best way so that computers can have “human vision,” or the same vision as humans, to detect things that can help us recognize human poses based on their body movements while doing daily activities.

2.5. Python Programming Language

Python is a general-purpose interpretive programming language with a design philosophy focusing on code readability. Python aims to be a language with an extensive and comprehensive standard library feature that combines skills and abilities with a clear code syntax. A large community also supports Python. Python supports several programming paradigms, especially object-oriented, imperative, and functional programming [10].

The inventor of Python was a programmer named Guido Van Rossum in 1990 in Amsterdam, Netherlands. It started with a request from Andrew S. Tenenbaum from Vrije University Amsterdam to Guido Van Rossum. Who wants to create a programming language that can handle Distributed Operating Systems on computers? Python was inspired by a comedy sketch show entitled Mothy Python Flying Circus. Python was initially developed as a response to the ABC programming language.

The advantages of the python programming language include being easier to understand because of writing simple code, available for free and open source, and being flexible. It can be run on almost all operating systems, being versatile because it can be implemented on web development, mobile apps, and desktop apps. Then the main advantage is that it has a library and can be accessed easily. Install each library can be done at the command prompt using pip install.

2.5.1. Python Modules

The module is a file that contains a collection of function, class, and variable code stored in a single file .py extension and can be executed by the Python interpreter itself. The name of the module is the name of the file itself. For example, in this study, there is a file called “DeteksHolistic.py”, then a module called “DeteksHolistic” has been created. The module can have different contents, be it functions, classes, or variables.

2.5.2. Python

The package is a collection of python modules in a folder with a single module constructor ( __init__.py ). This package is a way to manage and organize python modules in a directory form, allowing a module to be accessed using the "namespace" and dot locations. The file constructor tells the python interpreter that the folder is a package. So, any directory or folder containing the module constructor __init__.py will be treated as a package. The box is a collection of modules, where the module is a file. Python Contains an array of classes, functions, variables, and other Python code.

2.6. Fitness Exercises

Fitness training is a sports activity to increase endurance and muscle strength. In this case, fitness training can improve the flexibility and balance of the body. The effect of time spent on fitness exercises is added strength and endurance exercise modality per session on the adaptation of muscle strength and hypertrophy [16]. The body will become mentally and spiritually healthy by doing fitness exercises regularly. Several disease risks can be lowered, and calories can be burned effectively if you exercise regularly. Some physical
fitness exercises such lifting weights to increase muscle strength, aerobic exercise for endurance, yoga for flexibility and body balance, pushups, and pull-ups.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Implementation

Implementation of this research is the process of making software based on the specifications of the components needed in the system. This system component will then be used for final project research. Members are divided into two, namely hardware components and software components. Later the two parts are interrelated in preparing a system that can detect tracking Human Pose Estimation. The following is a list of components needed for this research:

Hardware
The hardware that will be used in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Software
that will be used in This final project research is available in Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Browser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Editor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Media pipe Result of Distance Detection

This test aims to test the optimal distance for detecting human pose estimation using media pipe and OpenCV when displaying images or videos containing the framework of landmarks on the human body. Every multiple of the distance of three meters in the video. The results can be seen in the following figure.

The detected image object has been successfully read and displayed on software with the help of OpenCV. Detection Blaze Pose Python programming language using media pipe can work with high accuracy. The video image is also evident that landmarks pose of all limbs, from landmarks to body skeleton landmarks and landmarks, are detected properly.
Detected that a person's pose can be read only when he is still and slightly moving, but when the person makes a fast movement, such as running, the Human Pose is no longer detected on the software with the help of OpenCV. For Blaze Pose, the Python programming language uses media pipe, the accuracy starts to decrease, and sometimes even Human Pose is lost. People began to look a bit blurry because of the long distance. All head limb landmarks from skeleton landmarks, hand, and landmarks were detected well, although very small.

After testing several ranges of meters with the help of a webcam from the media pipe, the webcam successfully detects the pose of the whole body accurately at 3 meters, 6 meters, 9 meters, 12 meters, 15 meters, and 18 meters. Blaze pose can be detected by media pipe with the library's help to display videos. Every detail of the landmarks in the full body pose can be executed by software using the Python programming language. However, at an estimated distance of more than 19 meters, the detection accuracy declines and sometimes even disappears. This is because the size of the object captured by the webcam has shrunk, or there is a problem with lighting the surrounding environment. Because the lighting of the surrounding environment can be sufficiently bright and light. So, the optimal distance estimation for using the library media pipe blaze pose using a webcam is three meters, while the maximum distance is 18 meters.

The first step to do Pose Human Estimation is to import the library, namely by importing cv2 so that it can display videos and import the library so that it is a solution for tracking someone's movement. To capture videos, use the function cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0). OpenCV is ready to capture the detection video. Entering the media pipe function, i.e., MP Pose = MP. solutions. Pose as a solution for overall detection. Then enter MP Draw = MP. solutions. drawing utils which serve as a solution in the form of drawing videos. The loop function is used While. Loop While is needed because the video will continue to be captured frame by frame repeatedly if the image is read successfully. If the image is not read successfully, the program will stop, namely the break.

The last step is providing a timer function, cv2.waitKey(0). If you press any key on the keyboard, the program will continue to run. If the value 0 is filled in brackets, the image will still be displayed; it waits indefinitely to be hit. It can also be set to detect pressing specific keys, such as if the q key is pressed. While the function 0xff == Ord('q') is to stop the loop, stop the video display if the letter q is pressed.

3.3. Human Pose Estimation Model Fitness Repetition

AI Counter Repetition is an AI fitness personal trainer model that measures the number of repetitions of a person's fitness when lifting dumbbells. Repetition is the number of repetitions performed when performing a sports movement. The repetitions focused on the fitness exercise of lifting dumbbells, pushups, and pull-ups.

The joint angle was measured as the relative angle between the longitudinal axis of two adjacent segments. These segments were composed of three points in the 2D space: a starting point, a middle point, and an endpoint [14]. This model uses the logic of calculating the angle formed along the arm by using three landmarks, namely landmark 11 (shoulder), landmark 13 (elbow), and landmark 15 (wrist). This model can be achieved by estimating the angle landmark elbow. Starting position starts with arms facing down to form an angle value of 1800. Then the associate will lift the weight up to create an angle of 300 angle values from the elbow, and the arm swings down again to form a straight line. When the component includes a slope of 300, the display on the detection will enter data that there has been one movement of lifting the load up (Up). Meanwhile, when the arm forms an angle of 1800, the display on the detection will enter data that there has been one downward movement of the load.
The above display is a human pose estimation when the position will lift dumbbells that form an angle of 178.930 with all hands straight. So that the repetition counter indication box displays the words down.

The arm forms an acute angle of 27.460 with the wrist and elbow bent. Terms of the curve when the stage is up are fulfilled because the tip has reached and passed 300. In the indication of the repetition counter box, the words up appear, which means that when the detection is running, it is lifting the load upwards.

3.4. Angle Calculation Logic
The initial step of this line of code is to calculate the particular joint on the left arm. The three unique connections are left shoulder or left shoulder, left elbow, or left elbow then left wrist or left wrist. The calculate angle function is a function that calculates the underscore of an angle with the example variables ab and c. Variable a is the first value representing the left shoulder, the variable b (middle) means the left elbow, and the last variable c represents the wrist. The following function is to determine the angle of 1800 because the maximum grade obtained from the arm when straight is equal to the tip of the semicircle.

The counter logic of the above line of program code describes the sense of calculating angles. If the angle value is more significant than 1700, then the counter will count one repetition down. If the angle value is less than 300, then the counter will count one repetition up. The print(counter) function is a function that will display the number of calculations from the counter.

```python
# Curl counter logic
if angle > 170:
    stage = "down"
if angle < 30 and stage =='down':
    stage="up"
    counter +=1
```

3.5. Pull-Up and Push Up
The logic of the three landmarks can also be applied to calculate the repetitions of pull-ups and pushups. The pull-up is the movement of lifting the body repeatedly with the position of both hands hanging on a bar. At the same time, pushups are sports movements that push the body up using both hands in a prone position.
3.6. Landmarks

The following is the pose of a person doing badminton sports movements which will serve as an example for comparison of landmarks in the image below.

Detected the location of each key point according to all body critical issues in the landmarks blaze pose. The utility line connecting the dots of each limb is also successfully associated with accuracy. Python programming uses media pipe to detect moving limbs and displays the body skeleton following the background. This detection is successful because all body parts are seen, starting from landmark 0, namely the nose, which is connected to both eyes and ears on the face, then to landmark the lip. For landmarks on the body, namely, the two shoulders and both hips form a quadrilateral like the construction natural, then each shoulder is connected to the elbow, wrist, and hand. At landmarks, the heel and foot are also connected. To make it easier to observe this detection, the color of the critical point is distinguished from the color of the line connecting the key attributes. The color of the critical point will be blue on display, while the color of the line connecting each vital issue will be red. Here are the values for the X, Y, and Z coordinates and the visibility of this motion detection.
Key point 24  
| x: 0.4282825589179927 | y: 0.6091117262840271 | z: 0.010857395827770233 | visibility: 0.9995553493499756 |

Key point 25  
| x: 0.475994348526001 | y: 0.7433652877807167 | z: 0.0054329131079857826 | visibility: 0.9918479919433594 |

Key point 26  
| x: 0.41717714071273804 | y: 0.7445051670074463 | z: 0.006472225069999695 | visibility: 0.996918797492981 |

Key point 27  
| x: 0.4842569828033447 | y: 0.871078257923584 | z: 0.11469799280166626 | visibility: 0.9910305738449097 |

Key point 28  
| x: 0.41428837180137634 | y: 0.8791853189468384 | z: 0.10748258978128433 | visibility: 0.9950273633003235 |

Key point 29  
| x: 0.48327332735061646 | y: 0.8879143595695496 | z: 0.1188134178519249 | visibility: 0.8963476419448853 |

Key point 30  
| x: 0.41925668716430664 | y: 0.8900371823310852 | z: 0.1114684568554306 | visibility: 0.9168241024017334 |

Key point 31  
| x: 0.48370295763015747 | y: 0.9154886603355408 | z: 0.0132828358654744864 | visibility: 0.989659309387207 |

Key point 32  
| x: 0.4019554555416107 | y: 0.92318725859375 | z: 0.015206356532871723 | visibility: 0.9914125800132751 |

The critical point coordinates are the sample of crucial point coordinates: key point 13 is the left, the low key point, and vital point 14 is the right, the elbow. Comparing the two coordinate values for image width or key point x, image height or critical point y, and image depth or key point z, landmarks 13 are more significant than landmarks 14. As for visibility landmarks, 14 or right elbow is more important in value than landmarks 13, which is 0.998, which is almost close to one. Comparison of the values between critical points in the below graphic.

Fig 12. Landmarks Comparison

4. Conclusion

Based on the results and discussion of the implementation of human pose estimation using the angle that has been made, it can be concluded that:

1. The construction formed from the Human Pose Estimation Detection is the body frame resulting from the body’s key points by utility lines that can follow a person’s movements in real-time. Human Pose Estimation, equipped with AI fitness-repetition capabilities, can calculate the number of repetitions related to sports by calculating the value of the angle of the elbow.

2. After testing, the optimal distance for Detection of Human Pose Estimation is three meters.

3. Calculate the number of fitness reps by calculating the value of the angle at the elbow as the main calculation. Shoulders and wrists as endpoints form an arch. Starting position starts with arms facing down to include an angle value of 1800. Then the associate will lift the weight up to create an angle of 300 angle values from the elbow, and the component will swing back down to form a straight line. When the arm comprises a slope of 300, the program will count once the movement of lifting the load (Up). Meanwhile, when the component includes an angle of 1800, the program will calculate one motion of swinging the bag down (Down).
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